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Urs Eigenmann

Anastasia Panagiotou – Vocal
Professional singer from Greece. 1 year of dramatic school, 2 years of intense vocal
technique classes & many years working as a radio commercial spot speaker gave
Anastasia the basic foundation to become a professional singer. On her way, built
on numerous live performances with several line ups, from big stage rock & pop
bands to intimate duo acoustic performances, plus small excursions into rock opera
and theatre made her the authentic & charismatic
charismatic singer she is today.
So what will you get, if you book Anastasia? Of course she will sing for your event.
But that is not all. She has the power to make every event to something unique and
special for everybody that is part of it. Good vibrations, good music, good time you
can get if you book Anastasia now.
https://anastasia-panagiotou.com
panagiotou.com

Urs Eigenmann – Piano, E-Piano,
E Piano, Hammond XK-1c
XK
Urs is mainly a self-taught
taught musician. However, he did study at the Jass Scool Graz
(A) and Bern (CH). In 1967, he established the Urs Carl Eigenmann-Trio,
Eigenmann
a true
Blues band. Shortly after, in 1968, he formed the legendary band off&out. With this
band, Urs played many concerts, among others, several times at the Jazzfestival
Zürich. In addition, Urs formed the band Umamaca with which he performed at the
Open Air St. Gallen, in 1985.Urs has also been a successful composer. Three of his
major
or works include the commissioned work Open Opera on Goethe's Faust (1993),
as well as the total work of art Alli Zäme (1998) and Unzeit Gemäss (2017). In 2008,
he initiated the international festival Jazzin which he regularly organized until 2017.
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„The list of musicians who were part of off&out is long
ng and impressive. And by the
way, but not to forget: Urs C. Eigenmann made real Swiss Jazz history. It cannot be
another 50 years, but as long as this „fellow“ exists, we can expect a lot more of
off&out – and we are looking forward to it!“, wrote the journalist
journalist Richard Butz.
www.uc-eigenmann.ch

